2022 Rules Knowledge
Quiz #7
1. A 3/8 at the A-35. QB A1 under a heavy rush, scrambles up the middle and to his left. As he is
scrambling, he and the ball go completely across the A-37 and then retreats backwards to the A-35,
where he throws a forward pass to A2 at the A-45. A2 stepped out of bounds on his own, reestablished inbounds prior to the pass being thrown and then completed the catch at the A-45.
Ruling:

2. A 4/7 at the B-39. 0:52 seconds left in the 2nd quarter. Team A breaks their huddle and quickly lines
up in a swinging gate scrimmage kick formation with 5 players on the line of scrimmage to the left
(#12, 34, 44, 6,10) of the formation, a snapper (#65) who is on the ball and another player to his
right (#80) near the numbers, 3 shield protectors and the punter. At the snap the punter holds the
ball for a second and begins to run with it to his right. He then stops and throws a high pass deep
toward the endzone where it falls incomplete. At the snap interior lineman A44 goes downfield
more than 3 yards. End A80 is cutoff from his route by Team B player #3, clearly while the pass was
in the air.
Ruling:

3. A 4/3 at the B-8. Team A is behind 17-14 late in the 4th quarter. There is 1:34 left in the game with
the clock running. Team A begins in a huddle and breaks quickly to the line of scrimmage in a
scrimmage kick formation. All players are set when the interior line goes from a 2-point stance to a
3-point stance in a simultaneous, abrupt movement causing the defense to react.
Ruling:

4. 2Q GC :04 A 4/8 @ B-28. Team A’s FG attempt is blocked by B98 behind the LOS and caroms high
into the air. B32 jumps up and bats the ball forward @ B-27. The ball is subsequently recovered after
a mad scramble by A85 @ B-35 with no time on the GC. The LJ has a flag down for an illegal bat.
Ruling:

5. 2Q GC :15 A 3/2 @ A-42, Team B leads 35-14. Team B has 2 TO’s and Team A has 1 remaining. QB
A1 throws a pass toward the sideline which WR A2 catches and is tackled inbounds at the A-39 with
GC at :09. A68 and B10 continue to push after the play, A67 rushes in and grabs B10’s facemask
ripping it off his head. The LJ and U have a flag for a dead ball UNS on A67. The clock continued to
run to :00. After separating the players, the crew discusses and decides there were :03 on the clock
when the foul occurred.
Ruling:

